The program presents a comprehensive view of the Technological Services and Telecommunications business, with the objective of developing management skills for complex decision-making and working with specialists in different disciplines.

It is aimed at graduates from different professions who perform on IT platforms in companies within the field of high added-value services.

“"The Master, unique in Latin America, provided me with very useful tools for the service duties based on the sale of technological solutions to customers of the whole region, as well as a very interesting networking space with other specialists of the area."”
Marcos Westphalen
New Markets, Online Sales Google Manager.
Magister MGSTT 2010.

“"Once I had this Master and included the information in my résumé in an employment portal I use, I began receiving telephone calls and mails of companies or intermediaries for labor interviews weekly."”
Enrique Solchman
Administrator of Computer Security, Banco del Sol.
First Year Student MGSTT, 2010.
**TEACHING STAFF**

- **Andreas Antonopoulos**: Rector/Professor of Technologies and International Journals of the field such as Information new ICTs, with funding from IDRC, PNUD, Galperín leads various research projects in technologies (ICTs) and development. Dr. Galperín has received scholarships from the Hebrew U. of Jerusalem; Lic. in Ciencias and Policy, MIT; Ph.D., Management and Political Science, MA. He has considerable experience in companies, professional studies and the development of new enterprises.

- Marcel Mordezki Zytny: PhD (cand.) U. Politécnica de Madrid; Director de la Maestría en TICs, U. de Buenos Aires; Lic. in Administración de Empresas, U. de Buenos Aires, Vicepresidente del Consejo de Administración del Fondo de Investimientos.

- Raúl Katz: M.S., Communications Technology and Policy, MIT; Ph.D., Management and Political Science, MA.


- David Castiglioni: MBA, ESEADE; Posgrado en Marketing de MercadoLibre.com.
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MASTER’S AND SPECIALIZATION IN
TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

SPONSOR COMPANIES OF THE POSTGRADUATE COURSE

Email: mgstt@udesa.edu.ar | www.udesa.edu.ar/mgstt